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Abstract 

 

A review on computation methods for Bayesian State-Space model 

with case studies 

 

 

 

 

Mengta Yang, M.S. Stat. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2010 

 

Supervisor:  Robert E. McCulloch 

 

Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) and Forward Filtering Backward Sampling 

(FFBS) are the two most often seen algorithms for Bayesian state space models analysis. 

Various results regarding the applicability has been either claimed or shown. It is said 

that SMC would excel under nonlinear, non-Gaussian situations, and less 

computationally expansive. On the other hand, it has been shown that with techniques 

such as Grid approximation (Hore et al. 2010), FFBS based methods would do no worse, 

though still can be computationally expansive, but provide more exact information. The 

purpose of this report to compare the two methods with simulated data sets, and further 

explore whether there exist some clear criteria that may be used to determine a priori 

which methods would suit the study better. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

State space model is a very flexible framework for the analysis time dependent 

data. With the fact that in many applications, prior information is available, it lends itself 

well to Bayesian analysis and has been very successful in many fields such as financial 

econometrics, engineering and computer science in the recent years. 

A general formulation of the discrete time state space model may be defined by 

the prior belief about initial state �����, state transition equation ����|��:�	
�, � >
1 ,observation equation ����|��:��, � > 1. The ��� are the unobserved, or latent states, 

the ��� are the observed quantities that depends on unobservable. Since higher order 

Markov structure may be handled by defining �′� = {�� , ��	
, … . } (West and 

Harrison,1997) , we will be focusing on first-order Markov processes in this report, i.e. 

the state transition equation being ����|��	
�, � > 1 , and observation equation 

����|���, � > 1. So far it is assumed that the state equation and observation equation are 

fully known, however, they might also depend on some unknown parameters, that is, 

����|��	
, ��, ����|��, ��, � > 1 where � is a vector of fixed parameters on which state 

and observation equation depends on. 

 Under such model, often times three types of inferences are of interests in the 

literature. The first problem is to estimate the states at time t, given the information 

available at time t ����|��:��, also known as filtering. The second is the estimate the state 

at a certain time given all information available ����|��:��, � > � , also know as 

smoothing. The third problem is prediction �����
|��:��.  

Despite the attractiveness of the model, the flexibility comes at the price of 

analytical intractability. Inferences may only be made analytically for some very limited 
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cases and often time numerical methods must be used. Two methods are widely used in 

the current literature, namely Markov Chain Monte Carlo(MCMC) and Sequential Monte 

Carlo(SMC). In this report we will first provide an introductory review on these methods, 

then move onto applying them to Stochastic Volatility with jumps model and compare 

their performance. 
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Chapter 2:  A review on Markov Chain Monte Carlo  

2.1 GENERAL MCMC SCHEME 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo is the key development that made Bayesian statistics 

what it is today. Here an introductory review on the concepts involved will be provided. 

2.1.1 Markov Chains  

In general, Markov Chain is a stochastic process such that given the state at time 

t, the state at time t+1 depends only on the state at time t. Furthermore, if the transition 

does not depend on t, that is ����|��	
� = ������|����	
�, the chain is said to be time-

homogeneous. The transition probability ����|��	
� , or following the notation in 

Gamerman and Lopes (2006), ����, ���
�, that governs the behavior of the chain is 

referred to as transition kernel. 

Given the definition, a stationary distribution   of a Markov Chain is the 

distribution such that  ����
� =  !  ���������
|���"��
#

	# . In words, if the marginal 

distribution at any time t is the stationary distribution  , then the marginal at time t+1 is 

still  . 

2.1.2 Markov Chain Monte Carlo  

Following the above concept, given a posterior distribution ���|��, if a Markov 

Chain may be constructed such that its stationary distribution equals the posterior 

distribution of interests, then it is possible sample iteratively from the chain and treat it as 

a sample from the posterior distribution. However, attention must be paid when 

constructing the chain because the conditions provided so far are not sufficient by 

themselves to guarantee convergence. Further conditions must be satisfied in order to 

insure that limits exits for lim�→# ����, ��� = lim�→#  ∏ ����	
, �����)
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Before going further, a few more concepts must be introduced. A chain is said to 

be π-irreducible if for a set with positive probability under π, the chain may move from 

any state to this set in finite time or steps. A chain is said to be aperiodic if all its states 

are aperiodic. The period of a state is defined as the greatest common divisor of all the 

possible steps takes to return to that state and the state is said to be aperiodic if the period 

is 1. A chain is said to be recurrent, if the probability the chain, starting at some state 

belongs to the state space and will return to this state with probability 1. It is said to be 

positive recurrent if the expected value of the time or steps to return is finite. It is said to 

be Harris recurrent if it is recurrent and with positive probability, the chain may move 

from state A to state B in one step. 

With the backgrounds laid out, Theorem 1 of (Tierney, 1994) stated that, if the 

transition kernel P irreducible, Harris recurrent and aperiodic , then *|����,⋅� −  |* → 0 

for all x, regardless of the initial state. The material in this section established the 

foundation of MCMC but did not give explicit instruction on how one constructs such 

chain, especially when the posterior is an unknown distribution. Next two sections we 

will review the two most often utilized techniques.   

 

2.2 GIBBS SAMPLER 

One of the major difficulties of sampling from the posterior is that in many 

applications is the high dimensionality of the parameter space. Gibbs Sampler (Geman 

and Geman, 1984) is devised as a solution to this obstacle. The algorithm states that, 

suppose we have a posterior with a set of parameters that may be divided into subsets as  

� = {�
, �., �/, … … ���. Construct new subsets �	0 = �/ �0, the relative complement of 

�0 . then drawing � from ���|�� is equivalent to drawing �0 iteratively with draws 
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from ���0|�, �	0� for i=1~n, where �	0 is evaluated at the most recent draw. Gibbs 

sampler not only handles the dimensionality problem, but also in many cases makes the 

draws simpler since the full posterior might be an unknown distribution while the 

conditionals are standard distributions. Another advantage of Gibbs sampler is that under 

Bayesian framework, conditionals are often readily available once the posterior 

specification is complete. A more detailed discussion is written by Casella and 

George(1994). 

2.3 METROPOLIS-HASTING ALGORITHM 

 Though Gibbs sampler has greatly enhanced the feasibility of posterior 

computation, in some cases model specifications are still being constrained to 

formulating standard distributions with conjugate family. Another revolution made was 

the Metropolis-Hasting Algorithm (Metropolis et al 1953, Hasting 1970) The algorithm is 

as the following 

1. Given a proposal distribution q���|��	
�  and desired posterior distribution 

���|�� 

2. Draw θ3 ~  q���|��	
� , calculate the quantity α= min(
5678*9:;�7<=>|7<�

5�7<=>|9�;�7<|7<=>� , 1� 

3. Accept θ3 as �� with probability α 

Metropolis-Hasting algorithm again enriched arsenal of possible models. However, there 

are few cautions that must be noted. First is that though the proposal distribution may be 

choose arbitrarily, as long as it has the correct support and is proper, a poor proposal can 

be very detrimental to the speed of convergence in the way that either the algorithm will 

rejects too often, or the proposed candidate does not traverse the parameter space in a 

reasonable speed.  
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 Depending on the choice of proposal distribution, two types of MH algorithms are 

often used. First is to have proposal be i.i.d draws from a given distribution, does not 

depends on the previous draws, α= min(
5678*9:;�7<=>�
5�7<=>|9�;�7<� , 1�. This method is usually referred 

to as independence Metropolis-Hasting. Another widely used method is to have a random 

walk as proposal, q���|��	
� = ��	
 + @�0, A� then q���	
|��� = q���|��	
� by the 

symmetry of normal distribution and cancels out, , α= min(
5678*9:

5�7<=>|9� , 1�. Other variation 

includes Metropolis-Hasting within Gibbs that uses MH moves for conditionals draw, 

grid based methods (Ritter and Tanner, 1992).  

2.4 FORWARD FILTERING BACKWARD SAMPLING(FFBS) 

For state space models, a particular scheme of MCMC is prominent in the 

literature known as Forward Filtering Backward Sampling (Carter and Kohn 1994, 1996, 

fruhwirth-Schnatter 1994). It consists of two recursions, the FF recursion aims at the 

filtering distribution and the BS recursion aims at the smoothing distribution. In its 

original form, it states that if we have a linear-Gaussian state space model then the FF 

recursion may be done with Kalman filter(Kalman 1960, Harvey 1989) and there is no 

additional computation cost for BS recursion since all information needed is available 

from FF recursion. Later on this terminology extended to the specific Gibbs scheme for 

state space model of which the state vector is drawn jointly given parameter, then 

parameter is drawn given the full state vector. It has been shown that such method helps 

reduced the autocorrelation within the Markov Chain by targeting the joint distribution. 

.  

2.4.1 Grid based FFBS 

A direct generalization is that if the FF and BS recursion may be computed then 

FFBS is feasible. A grid based approximation thus follows (Hore et al. (2010).), suppose 
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the state space is discretized with a grid, the state equation and observation equation may 

be evaluated at each grid point and be thought as the transition matrix for a discrete state 

Markov Chain, the posterior may be arbitrarily well approximated by discrete draws as 

the number of grid points increases. Since all transition probability may be computed, 

FFBS may be applied. Despite the computation cost increases exponentially with the 

dimension of parameters, grid based methods still provide an intuitive and tractable 

solution to nonlinear non-Gaussian state space model when the number of parameters is 

reasonably low. For a relatively complicated model see Hore et al. (2010). 
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Chapter 3:  A review on Sequential Monte Carlo 

3.1 GENERAL SEQUENTIAL MONTE CARLO SCHEME AND VARIATIONS 

3.1.1 IMPORTANCE SAMPLING 

 One of the most intuitive ways of approximating a given distribution p�x�:D|y�:D� 

is by using empirical measure. Taking n i.i.d sample from the distribution and we have 

pF�x�:D|y�:D� = 

G ∑ δJ�K�L:M�x�:D�GN)
 , δJ�K�L:M�x�:D� being the Dirac mass at x�N��:D. However, 

it is not necessary that the desired distribution may be directly sampled from. Hence the 

idea of sampling from a proposal, also known as importance function in the literature, 

and assign weights to the sampled points as an approximation The algorithm is: 

1.  Given an importance function q�x�:D�  and desired posterior distribution 

��x�:D|y�:D� 

2. Draw n i.i.d sample xO�N��:D~ q�x�:D�, calculate the weights ω�N�D = 5�J�K�L:M|QL:M�
;6J�K�L:M|QL:M: 

3. Normalize the weights, ωR �0�D = S�K�M
∑ S�K�MTKU>

 

The posterior is then approximated as �̂�x�:D|y�:D� = ∑ ωR �0�DδJKL:M�x�:D�GN)
 . Property 

similar to ergodic averaging is also established (Geweke,2005). One possible 

improvement for this method is to relax the need of computing the full trajectory every 

new observation and that leads to the Sequential Importance Sampling algorithm.  

3.1.2 Sequential Importance Sampling(SIS) 

Sequential Importance sampling(Liu and Chen 1995) is one of the most basic 

SMC method. It is a modification of Importance sampling that by defining the 

importance function at time t as 

qD�x�:D|y�:D� = qD	
�x�:D	
|y�:D	
�qD�xD|x�:D	
, y�:D� 

evaluating from t=1,2,  
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q
�x
|y
� = q��x��q
�xD|x�, y
� 

q.�x�:.|y�:.� = q
�x
|y
�q.�x.|x
, y�:.� 

= q��x��q
�xD|x�, y
� q.�x.|x
, y�:.� 

Iteratively, the importance function and weights at time t is given by 

qD�x�:D|y�:D� = q��x�� ∏ qW�xW|x�:W	
, y�:WDW)
 )  

ω�N�D ∝ ��x�:D|y�:D�
q��x�� ∏ qW�x�N�W|x�N��:W	
, y�:WDW)
 � 

∝ ��x�N��:D	
|y�:D	
�����|x�N�D���x�N�D|x�N�D	
�
q��x��qD�xD|x�:D	
, y�:D� ∏ qW�x�N�W|x�N��:W	
, y�:WD	
W)
 � 

= ωND	

����|x�N�D���x�N�D|x�N�D	
�

qD�x�N�D|x�N��:D	
, y�:D�  

Thus, the weights may be sequentially updated without recomputing the past weights. 

Furthermore, if we substitute in the prior belief ����� as the proposal, the subsequent 

proposals and weight simplifies to 

qD�x�:D|y�:D� = ��x�� Y ��xW|x�:W	
, y�:W
D

W)

� 

ωND ∝ ωND	

����|x�N�D���x�N�D|x�N�D	
�

pW�x�N�D|x�N��:D	
, y�:D� ∝ ωND	
����|x�N�D� 

 The full algorithm may be described as: 

 

1. Given a set of particles x�N��:D	
and corresponding weights ω�N�D	
 

2. Draw n i.i.d sample x�N�D ~  �6x�N�D*x�N�D	
: ,update x�N��:D = {x�N��:D	
, x�N�D} 

calculate the weights ωR �N�D ∝ ω�N�D	
 5�9<|J�K�M�5�J�K�M|J�K�M=>�
;M�J�K�M|J�K�L:M=>,QL:M�  

3. Normalize the weights, ω�N�D = SR �K�M
∑ SR �K�MTKU>

 

The main disadvantage of this algorithm is that if suffers from the so called weight 

degeneracy. It the length of iteration is long, there be only very few weights ωR �N�D that is 

significantly nonzero (Arulampalam et al. 2002). 
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Figure 1:  

An example of weight degeneracy, it may be seen in the graph that because of 

resample move. The path merged together eventually back in time for all particles 

showed in this figure. The weights were plotted against their associated particle value. 

From left to right, t=1,10 and 50 

 

3.1.3 Bootstrap Filter 

Bootstrap filter(Gorden et al. 1993) is a modification of SIS algorithm. In order to 

combat the weight degeneracy problem, it resamples at every time step so the weight is 

always 1/n for all particles. It also used prior as proposal as discussed earlier. The 

algorithm may be described as 

1. Given a set of particles x�N��:D	
and corresponding weights ω�N�D	
 

2. Draw n i.i.d sample x�N�D ~  �6x�N�D*x�N�D	
: ,update xO�N��:D = {x�N��:D	
, x�N�D} 

calculate the weights ωR �N�D ∝ �6��*x�N�D: since ω�N�D	
 = 

G see step 4. 

3. Resample x�N��:D=xO �N��:D with probability proportional to ωR �N�D 
4. ωR �N�D = 


G  

The main disadvantage of this algorithm is that it suffers from the so called particle 

impoverishment. If the length of iteration is long, most of the particles will share the 

same ancestor (Arulampalam et al. 2002). 
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Figure 2:  

An example of Particle Impoverishment, it may be seen in the graph that because 

of resample move. The path merged together eventually back in time for all particles 

showed in this figure. 

 

3.1.4 Adaptive resample 

The Particle Filter(Liu and Chen 1995) with dynamic resample scheme that 

monitors user defined criteria to determine whether to resample at a given time. Some of 

these criterions include Effective Sample size Z[[� = 

∑ �S�K�M�\]̂U>

, Coefficient of 

Variation _`a� = b

� ∑ �cω�N�D − 1�.�0)
 or Entropy. The goal of this method is to avoid 

the impoverishment while still maintains the variation of weights by resampling only 

when needed. The algorithm may be described as 

1. Given a set of particles x�N��:D	
and corresponding weights ω�N�D	
 

2. Draw n i.i.d sample x�N�D ~  �6x�N�D*x�N�D	
: ,update xO�N��:D = {x�N��:D	
, x�N�D} 

calculate the weights ωR �N�D ∝ ω�N�D	
 5�9<|J�K�M�5�J�K�M|J�K�M=>�
;M�J�K�M|J�K�L:M=>,QL:M� . 
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3. If Resampling criteria is met, resample x�N��:D = xO�N��:D  with probability 

proportional to ωR �N�D, set ωR �N�D = 

G 

4. If Resampling criteria is not met then the estimate is characterized by x�N��:D =
xO�N��:D,ω�N�D = SR �K�M

∑ SR �K�MTKU>
 

The resampling scheme used here is known as multinominal resample. Other scheme 

such as stratified resample or residual resample may be applied in its place. Prior may be 

used as proposal and the weights again simplifies as shown in section 2.1.3. The three 

algorithms reviewed here are the most basic SMC algorithms, other variations has been 

proposed such as Auxiliary Particle Filter(Pitt and shepherd, 1996), Regularized Particle 

filter(Musso et al. 2001).  

3.2 STATE SMOOTHING 

Given the filtering algorithm simulates the marginals by mimicking the 

underlying mechanism that generates the full trajectory. A straightforward solution for 

smoothing is by Kitagawa(1996) is to simply keep track of the updating of x�N��:D =
{x�N��:D	
, x�N�D}  and use the full final path as smoothing distribution . However, 

difficulties arise if the length of the series T is large enough to cause impoverishment for 

some t<T.  

One historical solution is the result of Bresler(1986), which states that the 

smoothing distribution may be obtained by combining ����|�
:�	
� and ����:�|���. It 

may be seen that ����|�
:�	
� is a byproduct of filtering forward while  ����:�|��� may 

be sequentially computed as 

����:�|��� = d���|��� e �����
|��� �����
:�|���
�"���
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backward in time. d���|��� is known as backward information filter. However, one 

hampering factor of this method is that ����:�|���  is not an actually probability 

distribution hence no guarantee of integrablility.    

A generalized Two-filter smoother was later developed by Brier et al. (2010) to 

improve the smoothing estimates by relaxing the dependency on filtering result that is 

vulnerable to impoverishment or degeneracy. The generalized two filter algorithm is 

based on the above two-filter formula. An artificial prior distribution f�����  was 

introduce over �� to ensure integrability and results were established for the following 

algorithm, 

1. Run a particle filter forward from time t=1 to time t=T, at time t=T 

2. Draw n i.i.d sample x�N�g ~  hO6x�N�g*yg: , calculate the weights ωR �N�D ∝
i�9<|J�K�M�j<�J�K�M�

kO6J�K�l*Ql: . Normalize the weights ω�N�D = SR �K�M
∑ SR �K�MTKU>

 

3. For t < T, Draw n i.i.d sample x�N�D~ hO6x�N�D*x�N�D�
, yD:, calculate the weights 

ωR �N�D ∝ i�9<|JO�K�M�j<�JO�K�M�5�JO�K�Mm>|JO�K�M�
j<m>�JO�K�Mm>�;�JO�K�M|JO�K�Mm>,QM� . Normalize the weights ω�N�D = SR �K�M

∑ SR �K�MTKU>
 

4. If resampling criteria is met, resample as in section 3.1.4 

The final smoothed distribution is the approximately characterized as 

�̂���|��:�� = n ω�N�D|gδoO<�^�����
�

0)

 

ω�N�D|g = ω�N�D,p ∑ ω�W�D	
,q�r)
  
5�oO<�^�|J�K�M=>�

j<�oO<�s��  

where ω�N�D,p  represents weight calculated through backward information filter and 

ω�N�D,q represents weight calculated through forward filtering. The computation cost of 

this algorithm is t�@.�. Though it is provides a dramatic improvement, the computation 

cost is not very attractive given that Godsill et al.(2004), Fearnhead et. al.(2008) both 

provides algorithms at t�@�. The result of Godsill’s is directly related with later part of 

the report and we will provide a summary. Their algorithm is based on the factorization 
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����:�|��:�� = ����|��:�� ∏ ����|���
:�, ��:��	
0)� �  where the Markov structure implies 

 ����|���
:� , ��:�� = ����|���
, ��:��, apply Bayes’ theorem, 

����|���
, ��:�� ∝ �����
|�������|��:�� . Their observation is then since a particle 

approximate of ����|��:�� is readily available from filtering forward as �̂�xD|y�:D� =
∑ ωR �0�DδJKM�xD�GN)
 , the approximation of ����|���
:�, ��:�� is then 

�����
|����̂�xD|y�:D�=∑ ωR �0�DδJKM�xD�GN)
  and the backward importance weight may be 

defined as ωR �0�D|D�
 ∝ �����
|���ωR �0�D .  

3.3 PARAMETER LEARNING 

 The original Sequential parameter learning was proposed by Groden et al.(1993), 

by adding an artificial evolution mechanism, aimed to handle time varying parameters 

and treat {��, �} as the new state vector then draw them jointly. This method is most 

criticized for the artificial evolution when the parameter is considered to be static because 

it relies on the idea that the variance of the artificial evolution is negligible but in many 

cases the negligibility may not be secured a priori. Many online and offline methods for 

parameter learning have been developed ever since. Most of them fall into the following 

three categories, artificial evolution, MCMC moves and full particle treatment. A general 

overview including combining with offline, non-sequential methods was provided by 

Cappe et al.(2007). We will review one of these methods that is directly related to the 

algorithm we will be using later in this report.  

Storvik.(2002) considered a method based on sufficient statistics. It was suggested 

that if there were a sufficient statistic ��through which the states and observations affects 

the posterior distribution of unknown parameter at time t, 

i.e. ����:�, �|��:�� ∝ ����:�	
|��:�	
�����|��	
, ������|��, �����|���  noticed the state 
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equation and observation equation in the factorization marking the sequential nature this 

problem. A natural Sequential Importance Sampling Resampling algorithm thus follows, 

1. Sample �~���|��0��:�	
, ��:�� 

2. Condition on � , propagate xO�N�D~����|��0��:�	
, �� , ��  and set xO�N��:D =
{xO�N�D, ��0��:�	
} 

3. The weights is modified as 

ωR �N�D ∝ ω�N�D	
 5�7|��^�<=>�5�JO�K�M|o�^�L:<=>,7�5�9<|JO�K�M,7�
5�7|o�^�L:<=>,9L:<�5�JO�K�M|o�^�L:<=>,9<,7� . Normalize the weights 

ω�N�D = SR �K�M
∑ SR �K�MTKU>

 

4. If resampling criteria is met, resample as in section 3.1.4 and update 

��0�� = v��0��	
, ��0��, �wx 

3.4 PARTICLE LEARNING 

 Carvalho et al.(2009) developed a Particle Learning(PL) framework with 

computation cost t�@� as an integrated solution to filtering, smoothing and parameter 

learning.. The main idea of their learning algorithm is by defining recursively a sufficient 

statistic �� = {��	
, ��, ��}  similar to Storvik(2002) and form a new state vector 

{�� , ��, �} that is jointly approximated with particles. One extension they made from 

Storvik’s algorithm is by facilitating the backward relationship ���� , ��, �|��� ∝
�����
|�� , ��, ������, ��, �|���so that given a paricle approximation of ���� , �� , �|��� at 

time t, the smoothed distribution ���� , �� , �|���
� may be updated 

resample ���� , �� , �|���. This result is later shown to be used in the relationship proposed 

by the authors that 

�����
, ���
, �|���
� = 

! �����
| ���
, ��, ���
������
|�� , ��, �, ���
�����, ��, �|���
�"��"�� 
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to reach a deterministic update of ���
. With the key property being the inference about  

� may then be made by drawing from ���|��� since �� is sufficient. Furthermore, the 

scheme that �� is updated with dependence on random variable �� 

successfully addressed the impoverishment in static parameter while the introduction of 

artificial uncertainty is avoided, as claimed by the authors. And This will be the algorithm 

used in Chapter 4 since to my knowledge this is one of the most recently development 

and is claimed to work at least as efficiently, the cost of t�@� ,as the other methods 

visited in this report.  
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Chapter 4:  Applications 

4.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In this section we further explore grid based FFBS and Particle filter with 

simulated data. Goal is to look at their performance with different specification of priors. 

The heuristical model so chosen is  

�� = √zo<A{� 

�� = | + }��	
 + �1 − ~��A�� + ~�√�A�� 

where A{�~ @�0,1�, A��~@�0, ��, ~�  ~ �z�c`�������, � > 1 . We assume �, �  are 

known. It may be thought as a similar and simpler version of Jones(2003). 

4.2 SIMULATION STUDY 

We simulated data based on the above model specification and compare the result 

of two methods graphically and quantitatively. In particular we compare the results of 

SMC against the results of grid FFBS at selected time points graphically to see whether 

particle impoverishment was in place. Quantity being looked at is prediction Mean 

Absolute Error(MAE) for state estimation and mean, 5% , 95% quantiles for parameter 

estimation. Priors were specified as, 

|~@�0,1� 

}~@�0,1� 

�~�c� − _ℎ��12, 1
3� 

The hyperparameters ���
. = ��L

.=1 were chosen to express a belief of stable process in 

the states, though not very confident in it being stationary. The prior specification of � 

yields a prior distribution concentrated between 0 and 1 that indicates assumption of 

signal/noise ratio is well-behaved. 
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The data was simulated with the following parameters | = -0.01328655; } = 0.9797; 

� = 0.02439844 , � = 10, � = 0.01.  

 Particle filtering was done with 10000 particles. Grid FFBS was done with 10000 

iterations, after 2000 iterations of burn-in.  

Figure 3:  

Grid-Based Forward Filtering Backward Sampling, Red line is the mean estimate 

while blue and green shows the 25%, 75% interval.  
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Figure 4:  

Particle Filtering and Smoothing, Red line is the smoothed mean while green and 

blue shows the 25%, 75% interval. 

 

Figure 5:  

A comparison between the smoothed mean realization between Particle Filter and 

Grid Based FFBS. Red line shows the FFBS result and blue line shows Particle Filter 

result. It may be seen that they are almost identical.  
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Figure 6:  

Parameter estimation done by Grid FFBS and Particle Filter. Top row: Particle 

Filter, bottom row: Grid FFBS. It may be seen that the grid plot are not so informative 

because the partition size dictated the fashion how cells are occupied as representation of 

the parameters. 
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Table 1: Posterior Parameter summary, Particle Filter 

 

α β 

 

� 
 

Mean -0.01483 0.9320732 0.021060451 

95% 0.043064 0.9977516 0.4484191 

5% -0.14689 0.88415 0.00677835 

 States MAE:0.04240364 

Table 2: Posterior Parameter summary, Grid FFBS 

 

α Β 

 

� 
 

Mean -0.01492 0.95262 0.02625269 

95% 0.04 0.98 0.03998 

5% -0.04 0.92 0.01999 

States MAE:0.0480292 

It may be seen that though the value of upper and lower bounds are constrained 

by grid points, the overall posterior means still were able to be quite precise. 

 

Figure 7: ACF plot of } draws. 

 

Finally, since the smoothing algorithm is an extension of Godsill et al.(2004) and 

it was admitted that though the degree impoverishment were reduced, the number of 

particles still should increase as the number of observations, or length of time, increases. 
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See Appendix for a graphical comparison of the posterior states at selected time points. 

An observation thus made is that as time goes toward the origin, the posterior of states 

gets worse for particle filters, though with increased number of particles its performance 

improves. On the other hand, grid based method proved to be more exact.  
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Chapter 5:  Conclusion 

 By doing this report I was able to significantly improve my understanding about 

advantages and disadvantages of these two methods. At a glance the resulting point 

estimates do not differ by much but there are also characteristics that are not fully 

accounted for by just looking at the point estimates. First thing I noticed is that SMC, 

though claimed to be a better alternative to MCMC, comes with many pitfalls. Without 

cautiously choosing a remedy, the result of SMC could be disastrous. For example, 

running the basic version of SIS for a relatively long time span would lead to serious 

degeneracy and do no good for the purpose of inference making. MCMC on the other 

hand, seems to be a more general framework with MH algorithm, Gibbs sampler as 

panacea. However, though theoretically the Markov Chains converge a.e. in time, if the 

model is complicated enough, many fine tunings such as proposals for MH steps, 

blocking strategy for Gibbs Sampler, must be done with care in order for the algorithm to 

perform satisfyingly. The question of which method is better boils down to the purpose of 

the study, the prior information available, the time constraint and many other factors. 

Despite my initial intention of learning which method has the prevailing advantage, I am 

satisfied with what I learned about them through the course of writing this report. 
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Appendix 

      xt, t=100                                          xt, t=100       

       xt, t=200                                          xt, t=200       

xt, t=300                                          xt, t=300       
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        xt, t=400                                        xt, t=400       

xt, t=500                                          xt, t=500       

xt, t=600                                          xt, t=600       
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     xt, t=700                                     xt, t=700       
 

      xt, t=800                                     xt, t=800       
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xt, t=1000                                           xt, t=1000       
 

 

xt, t=900                                          xt, t=900       
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